
The Hills Home Wiring Network is an intelligent centrally located distribution
hub which adds to the value, convenience, & security of your home.

It allows you to connect & share electronic devices such as TV, VCR, DVD,
computer, phone, & security cameras, and integrate them intelligently
through the eHome Home Automator to every room of your house.

Once the Hub and Wiring Network are in place, it is easy to add future
advances in technologies and applications, without costly rewiring.

Accelerated development in technology is making it necessary to improve
housing infrastructures and wire your home for today, keeping tomorrow’s
advances in mind.

Wiring networks will make a tremendous impact on your family’s life - from
preparing your children for the challenges of the future, to remote control
of your home technologies like video, data, and phone, from any room in
the house.

The “high-tech” home is now affordable, and a
necessity for the future of our families & community.
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For Today &
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For more information visit our website at:
www.homeintegratedsystems.com
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More and more people are talking about installing "Home
Wiring Networks", the importance of "Structured Cabling", that
its time to "Future Proof" our homes, and how "Home
Automation" and the "Smart Home" are now a reality in
everyday life. So what are they actually talking about?

It all sounds expensive, complicated, and you might be thinking
"Its just not for me". But take a moment to consider the speed at
which technology is taking over our lives, both at work and at
home. Look at how the Internet, for example, has made such a
big impact. So you want to be able to accommodate the current
technologies that are available, and also be prepared for those
that will follow.

Where do you start? With "Structured Cabling", or call it a
"Home Wiring Network". This is the backbone of the system –
the infrastructure that allows for the distribution of video, music,
data (think PC), Internet, and phone signals to any room of your
house. This same cabling system is used to connect your home
appliances, lights, air conditioner, garage door, security system,
and irrigation to the "Home Automation" controller, providing
you with a "Smart Home".

All this cabling comes back to a centrally located box known as
the "Hub" of the system. Once this is in place, it is easy enough
to add future technologies as they are developed without costly
rewiring. 

Now most of us can’t initially afford all the "bells & whistles" that
come with a fully expanded home automation system when
we’re first building our dream home. Who said you need to have
it all at once? You can start with the Home Wiring Network – you
have to electrically wire your home anyway, so making a small
investment to set this up is worthwhile. The automation can
always be added at a later stage, but at least you will be
prepared. And you’ll be surprised at the affordability of many of
the home automation systems now on offer.

So what do you get out of it? An advanced communication
network throughout the house providing a low maintenance,
energy saving, secure environment. A well thought out home
containing structured cabling and home automation will improve
your lifestyle, leaving you more free time for the things you enjoy,
and add tens of thousands of dollars to the value of your home.
Its definitely worth considering.
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